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TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel on sale  
 
Nowadays, with the rapid development of society, the pace of people's life is getting faster and 
faster. For TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel, customers’ requirements are also 
increasing, the most basic is the company's inventory of TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ 
channel steel. Because customers are in urgent need of this product, generally they don't want 
to wait for long . So in the selection of TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel, 
customer will pay special attention to the stock situation of the TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam 
/angle/ channel steel. 
 
The application of TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel: 
TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel used for marine containers, container, 
bridges, and train tracks or as structural steel for other places needs high strength corrosion 
resistance. 
 
TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel on sale chemical composition: 
The Element Max (%) 

C Mn P S Si Cu Ni Cr Ti 
B480GNQR 0.12 0.20-0.50 0.07-0.15 0.030 0.25-0.75 0.25-0.45 0.65 0.30-1.25   

TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel on sale Mechanical Property: 
Grade Thickness Yield Tensile Elongation 

mm Min Mpa Mpa Min % B480GNQR 
3-100 350 480 22 

TB/T1979 B480GNQR weathering steel delivery:B480GNQR steel delivery condition can be hot 
rolled, Cold rolled  
 
Katalor updates TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel inventory every month, and 
we store all sizes of TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel to meet any customers’ 
needs. Many clients are willing to buy TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel from 
Katalor, because we have a large of TB/T1979 B480GNQR I beam /angle/ channel steel. As the 
popular product, we can supply with the high quality and customer needn’t wait for long time. 
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specialized in manufacturing and exporting steel and casting product. Based 
on the domestic rich product resources and professional research on 

international market,Katalor'service has already spread many countries in 

Europe , America, Southeast Asia, Middle East, South America, Africa, and so 

on. 

Contact US:  

Phone: 0086-18317160019 
TEL: 0086-21-61182423 
Fax: 0086-21-61182425 
E-mail: info@katalor.com 
Skype: shanghai.katalor 
Address : Room 301,Unit 6,lane 2500,xiupu Road,Kangqiao Industrial 
Area,Pudong New District,Shanghai 


